The following lesson outline is scripted to be used with the Power Point Presentation "What is Patriotism." The script or portions of it may be used alone as a lecture or discussion-type program.
Objectives: At the conclusion of this lesson, the participant will be able to:
• Answer questions on the quiz correctly • Understand the definition of patriotism • Identify correct etiquette concerning the patriotic symbols of our country • Have a basic understanding of the history of the patriotic symbols of our country • Become more aware of the need to teach others the correct etiquette concerning the symbols of patriotism in our country.
Materials Needed:
• Leaders Guide 
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In an effort to explore patriotism in America we will learn about various symbols of patriotism and how they came into use.
Patriotism is demonstrated through various symbols in our culture.
The Flag
The Pledge of Allegiance National Anthem Patriotic Images
The creation of many of these symbols centered around a time of distress for our country.
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The Flag is probably the most widely known symbol of our country. Everyone knows of the "legend of Betsy Ross" however facts in history do not back up the claim.
No one knows with absolute certainty who designed the first stars and stripes or who made it. Congressman Francis Hopkinson seems most likely to have designed it, and few historians believe that Betsy Ross, a Philadelphia seamstress, made the first one.
Until the Executive Order of June 24, 1912, neither the order of the stars nor the proportions of the flag was prescribed. Consequently, flags dating before this period sometimes show unusual arrangements of the stars and odd proportions, these features being left to the discretion of the flag maker.
In general, however, straight rows of stars and proportions similar to those later adopted officially were used. Old Glory
Francis
• The term was coined by Captain William Driver, a shipmaster of Massachusetts, in 1831. As he was leaving on one of his many voyages -some friends presented him with a beautiful flag of twenty four stars.
• As the banner opened to the ocean breeze for the first time, he exclaimed "Old Glory
Captain Driver retired to Nashville in 1837, taking his treasured flag from his sea days with him. 
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Calvin Coolidge was president of the US from 1923 to 1929. These were his thoughts on our flag and patriotic duty.
Rights and Duties
• We do honor to the stars and stripes as the emblem of our country and the symbol of all that our patriotism means.
• We identify the flag with almost everything we hold dear on earth. It represents our peace and security, our civil and political liberty, our freedom of religious worship, our family, our friends, our home. We see it in the great multitude of blessings, of rights and privileges that make up our country.
• • But when we look at our flag and behold it emblazoned with all our rights, we must remember that it is equally a symbol of our duties. Every glory that we associate with it is the result of duty done. A yearly contemplation of our flag strengthens and purifies the national conscience
For your reference we have provided each of you with a flag booklet that describes proper etiquette when viewing or displaying the flag.
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The National Anthem This led to the tradition to cover the blue star with a gold star on the Service flag to indicate that the service member has died or been killed.
